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Motivation

● Most incidents happen near the shore and inside fjords
● Many measurement positions are better than having a few fixed moorings
● Drifters are needed for trajectory modeling
● Lightweight, drifting, wave-buoys can be used for surf-measurements
● Higher bandwidth enables us to transmit timeseries of high frequency 

measurements, hopefully this means that we can start looking at breaking 
waves

● Low-cost and self-built enables us to have many units, and customize for our 
need.



● Sample rate: 52 Hz sampling rate, filtered (FIR) and downsampled from 
208 Hz input to AHRS algorithm.

● Telemetry: Full time-series through cellular network, GSM, LTE.
● Georeference and time: GPS/GNSS
● On-board storage: SD-card
● Cost of parts: About 2000 NOK / 250 USD.

Porsangerfjorden, krabbeyngel (HI / MET)
= OpenMetBuoy

Unstad-beach, surf

Klakken (UIB, GFI), moored close to Hustadvika

Byfjorden, Bergen - S&R in hotspots

Bunnefjorden, Oslo (FOU-HI)

Jæren, surf

Vefsnfjorden (FOU-HI)

https://wavebug.met.no (token: wipeout)

https://github.com/gauteh/sfy 

https://wavebug.met.no
https://github.com/gauteh/sfy


OpenMetBuoy / Floatenstein
● total cost of the parts: 562USD (Nov. 2021 price).
● typical assembly time: around 1-1.5hr per buoy when producing a small series efficiently.
● cost of the iridium communications: 42USD / month if using only GPS, up to 108USD / month when 

using GPS and high frequency wave measurements (Nov. 2021 price).
● battery autonomy: i) 4.6 months using 2 Li D-cells, with GPS and wave measurements activated. ii) 

Over 1 year using 2 Li D-cells and GPS tracking only. iii) Battery life scales linearly with the number of 
D-cells included in the instrument.

● typical detection threshold for waves in ice: 0.5cm at 16s period, even better detection threshold is 
obtained at higher frequency due to using an IMU to perform the measurements.

J. Rabault
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OpenMetBuoy: deployments

A dataset of direct observations of sea ice drift and waves in ice
J. Rabault et. al.
2022



OpenMetBuoy: data archives
https://github.com/jerabaul29/data_release_sea_ice_drift_waves_in_ice_marginal_ice_zone_2022/tree/m
aster/Data/2022_March_East_Greenland/Instruments_V_2021a

❯ ncdump -h data_drift_waves_Greenland_2022_seals_cruise.nc
netcdf data_drift_waves_Greenland_2022_seals_cruise {
dimensions:
        trajectory = 2 ;
        observation = 3356 ;
        len_of_name = 16 ;
        frequency = 55 ;
variables:
        float frequency(frequency) ;
                frequency:long_name = "frequency bins of the spectra" ;
                frequency:units = "s-1" ;
        char trajectory_id(trajectory, len_of_name) ;
                trajectory_id:standard_name = "platform_id" ;
                trajectory_id:long_name = "platform name" ;
        char message_kind(trajectory, observation) ;
                message_kind:long_name = "whether the current [trajectory, observation] 
contains GPS [kind G], or Waves [kind W], or None [kind N, in case of failed transmission] 
data." ;
        double time(trajectory, observation) ;
                time:standard_name = "time" ;
                time:long_name = "time" ;
                time:units = "seconds since 1970-01-01 00:00:00 +0000" ;
        float lon(trajectory, observation) ;
                lon:standard_name = "longitude" ;
                lon:long_name = "longitude" ;
                lon:units = "degrees_east" ;
        float lat(trajectory, observation) ;
                lat:standard_name = "latitude" ;
                lat:long_name = "latitude" ;
                lat:units = "degrees_north" ;
        float wave_spectrum(trajectory, observation, frequency) ;
                wave_spectrum:long_name = "under sampled wave spectrum S of the sea ice 
surface elevation" ;
                wave_spectrum:units = "m2.s" ;
        float swh(trajectory, observation) ;
                swh:standard_name = "sea_surface_swell_wave_significant_height" ;
                swh:long_name = "significant wave height of sea ice surface elevation 
computed as 4*std(eta) [not available for this instrument]" ;
                swh:units = "m" ;
        float hs(trajectory, observation) ;
                hs:standard_name = "sea_surface_swell_wave_significant_height" ;
                hs:long_name = "significant wave height of sea ice surface elevation computed 
as 4*sqrt(m0)" ;
                hs:units = "m" ;
        float tp(trajectory, observation) ;
                tp:standard_name = "sea_surface_swell_wave_period" ;
                tp:long_name = "period of sea ice surface elevation computed as sqrt(m0/m2)" ;
                tp:units = "s" ;
        float tz0(trajectory, observation) ;
                tz0:standard_name = "sea_surface_swell_wave_zero_upcrossing_period" ;
                tz0:long_name = "period of sea ice surface elevation computed from zero 
upcrossing [not available for this instrument]" ;
                tz0:units = "s" ;

// global attributes:
                :title = "Sea ice drift and wave measurements from the \'seal cruise\', 2022" ;
                :summary = "The sea ice drifter trajectories and wave measurements from the 
\'seal cruise\' 2022, \'SURVEYS TO ASSESS HARP AND HOODED SEAL PUP 
PRODUCTION IN THE GREENLAND SEA PACK-ICE\'. The trajectories and wave 
measurements were obtained by instruments OpenMetBuoy v2021-a deployed on the ice. 
For more information about the deployment, see: (XX: add: the report is not yet 
published). The data are created, stored, and quality checked using the code available at: 
https://github.com/jerabaul29/data_release_sea_ice_drift_waves_in_ice_marginal_ice_zo
ne_2022/tree/master/Data/2022_March_East_Greenland/Instruments_V_2021a/generate
_dict_data . More data may be available at this address than in this nc file. Please discuss 
any question / issue about the present data inside the issue tracker of the github 
repository." ;
                :keywords = "GCMDSK:Earth Science > Cryosphere > Sea Ice > Sea Ice 
Motion, GCMDSK:Earth Science > Oceans > Sea Ice > Sea Ice Motion, GCMDSK:Earth 
Science > Oceans > Ocean Waves > Wave Spectra, GCMDSK:Earth Science > Oceans 
> Ocean Waves > Significant Wave Height, GCMDSK:Earth Science > Oceans > Ocean 
Waves > Wave Period, GCMDLOC:Geographic Region > Northern Hemisphere, 
GCMDLOC:Geographic Region > Ocean > Atlantic Ocean > North Atlantic Ocean > East 
Greenland Sea, GCMDLOC:Geographic Region > Continent > North America > 
Greenland" ;
                :keywords_vocabulary = "GCMDSK:GCMD Science 
Keywords:https://gcmd.earthdata.nasa.gov/kms/concepts/concept_scheme/sciencekeywo
rds, GCMDLOC:GCMD 
Locations:https://gcmd.earthdata.nasa.gov/kms/concepts/concept_scheme/locations, " ;
                :Conventions = "ACDD-1.3" ;
                :history = "1.0: creation" ;
                :source = "field measurements" ;
                :date_created = "2022-05-10:00:00:Z" ;
                :creator_type = "person" ;
                :creator_institution = "Norwegian Meteorological Institute (MET)" ;
                :creator_name = "Jean Rabault" ;
                :creator_email = "jeanr@met.no" ;
                :creator_url = "https://orcid.org/0000-0002-7244-6592" ;
                :institution = "Norwegian Meteorological Institute (MET)" ;
                :project = "Arven etter Nansen, Nansen Legacy Project, Dynamics of Floating 
ice, Institute for Marine research: SURVEYS TO ASSESS HARP AND HOODED SEAL 
PUP PRODUCTION IN THE GREENLAND SEA PACK-ICE IN 2022" ;
                :instrument = "GNSS, IMU, waves in ice" ;
                :references = "XX: report about cruise: not published yet " ;
                :license = "CC-BY-4.0" ;
                :publisher_type = "institution" ;
                :publisher_name = "Norwegian Meteorological Institute" ;
                :publisher_url = "met.no" ;
                :publisher_email = "post@met.no" ;
                :waves_in_ice_version = "v2021.a" ;
                :iso_topic_category = "oceans" ;
                :activity_type = "In Situ Ice-based station" ;
                :operational_status = "Scientific" ;
                :featureType = "trajectory" ;
                :geospatial_lat_min = "62.4563717" ;
                :geospatial_lat_max = "70.8765681" ;
                :geospatial_lon_min = "-40.6397182" ;
                :geospatial_lon_max = "-18.7529209" ;
                :time_coverage_start = "2022-03-27T14:30:27" ;
                :time_coverage_end = "2022-05-31T04:25:55" ;
}



microSWIFTs (Applied Physics Laboratory, UW, Seattle)



Open source: hardware and software



Borestranda (April 2022)Photo: Torunn Irene Seldal

Noise floor 
(f=0Hz)

Unstad (July), swell 1.5 m

Bore (April)

Lower filter 
frequency



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iUGFtYr9HlY Video by: Torunn Irene Seldal

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1-91CjWiVXL9CMetYgzUHVZlty9JauCVd/preview
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iUGFtYr9HlY


Photo: Torunn Irene Seldal

Borestranda II
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Fuglingen – Bore
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Bøye 5



Dashboard and data hub

https://wavebug.met.no/ (token: wipeout)

https://wavebug.met.no/


Data pipeline

Iridium:

1) Buoy -> Iridium SBS to provider 
(Rockblock)

2) Provider -> Email / HTTP-Post / HTTP-api
3) Store in DB (sqlite) (data-hub)
4) Accessible through API
5) Process to CF compatible NetCDF files

Cellular:

1) Buoy -> Cellular provider (event)
2) Provider -> HTTP post to data-hub
3) Store in DB (sqlite) (data-hub)
4) Accessible though API
5) Process to CF compatible NetCDF files

$ sfydata axl ts bug18 --tx-start 2022-09-20 --tx-end 2022-09-21 --start 2022-09-20T09:15:00 --end 
2022-09-20T10:15:00 --file bug18.nc

tools: https://github.com/OceanGlidersCommunity
trajectory data: 
https://cfconventions.org/Data/cf-conventions/cf-conv
entions-1.7/build/aphs04.html
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Horizontal drift

Ocean current

Stokes drift

Surface wind drag, 2% of wind

Effect of drifter drogues



Vertical drift profile



OpenDrift

Knut-Frode Dagestad, Gaute Hope



Ocean model Atmospheric model Wave model
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Offline trajectory model

Offline and online trajectory models



http://opendrift.github.io

http://opendrift.github.io
http://opendrift.github.io




class Leeway(OpenDriftSimulation):
    
    required_variables = 

['x_wind', 'y_wind',
'x_sea_water_velocity',    
'y_sea_water_velocity',
'land_binary_mask']

…

$ ncdump -h 
https://thredds.met.no/thredds/dodsC/sea/norkyst800m/1h/aggregate_be
….

float Uwind(time, Y, X) ;
Uwind:long_name = "surface u-wind component" ;
Uwind:units = "meter second-1" ;
Uwind:time = "ocean_time" ;
Uwind:grid = "grid" ;
Uwind:location = "face" ;
Uwind:field = "u-wind, scalar, series" ;
Uwind:_FillValue = 1.e+37f ;
Uwind:standard_name = "x_wind" ;
Uwind:coordinates = "lon lat" ;
Uwind:grid_mapping = "projection_stere" ;

….

Naming convention (CF) allows ANY model to be used with ANY reader
www.cfconventions.org

https://thredds.met.no/thredds/dodsC/sea/norkyst800m/1h/aggregate_be

